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 Build Type: UWP XAML Compatibility: Supported A: it seems that C# projects can be done with just installing Visual Studio
2015 and the appropriate version of the solution to resolve this particular issue. Q: String concatenation in C++ What is the

preferred way to concatenate a std::string (assumed that string size is known at compile time) in C++? There is a ton of methods
in the std::string class, but they all seem to be for adding strings, not concatenating them. The only method I found on the net is
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this one. Is there a way that is both efficient and less error prone? There are two good libraries for doing this: Boost.StringAlgo
PCLC::String::Cat Of the two, Boost.StringAlgo's implementation is more compact than PCLC::String::Cat, but

PCLC::String::Cat is very well documented and less prone to error. After first reading the code of a couple of implementation
of string concatenation I'd like to suggest the following: Concatenation is the act of joining two strings together into a new

string. Therefore the string should either be allocated by itself or, at least, it should be allocated to fit the result of the
concatenation. You can use the std::string constructor that takes a vector and size_t length parameters: std::string

some_string("foo", 4); std::string some_string_concatenated(some_string.data(), some_string.size()); That's the standard way in
C++. Your alternative is the non-standard c_str() and c_str()+1 (from cppreference), which will allocate a new string and will

copy the current one plus a few bytes. If you know that the string is always longer than the size of your current memory you can
avoid the allocation and use the c_str() directly. You can avoid creating a string object, by just using the method

StringBuffer.Append(your_string); If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above. You may
have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To 82157476af
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